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Friar Geronimo Boscana. Santa Barbara 
and Salt Lake City: Peregrine Publishers, 
Inc. (First edition published in 1846.) 

Zahniser, Jack 
1974 Archaeological Salvage Excavations at 4-

LAn-306 (Known as Puvunga), Summer, 
1973. RepOTt on file at the Rancho Los Ala-
mitos Historic Ranch and Gardens, Long 
Beach. 

Comments on "Puvunga and 
Point Conception: A Comparative 
Study of Southern California 
Indian Traditionalism," by 
Matthew A. Boxt and L. Mark 
Raab 

KENT G. LIGHTFOOT 
Dept. of Anthropology, Archaeological Research Facility, 
Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA 94720-3710. 

T H E provocative article by Matthew A. Boxt and 
L. Mark Raab is guaranteed to engender controver
sy because k raises questions about sacred sites, na
tive identity politics, and the competence of archae
ological research in an kicreasingly complex and 
emotionally charged world. Thek discussion of the 
sacred vUlage of Puvunga and ks identification wkh 
specific archaeological sites, ki combkiation with 
the recent paper by Haley and Wilcoxon (1997) on 
the emergence of the Westem Gate as a sacred place 
among Chumash Tradkionalists, provides much 
food for thought. Recognizkig the complicated and 
unpassioned nature of events that underlie both the 
Puvunga and Western Gate episodes, I applaud 
them for raiskig issues about the participation of an
thropologists and archaeologists in the genesis of 
CaUfomia Indian Traditionalism. I believe k is very 
tknely to begin an open and frank discussion about 
the practice of CaUfomia archaeology today, ks 

broader social and polkical implications, and ks re
lationship to native peoples. 

In commentkig on the Boxt and Raab article, the 
primary pokit I raise here concems the competence 
of contemporary archaeological research. I think k 
is naive to think that we can practice a totally ob
jective archaeology that is divorced from the social 
concerns, polkical pressures, and funding con
straints of today. Archaeological research is con
ducted for a variety of reasons and for divergent 
clients and fundkig agencies. Collaboration with in
volved stakeholders, especially native peoples who 
have a vested interest in the archaeological record, 
will continue to increase. I have no problem with 
archaeologists workkig closely with native groups 
to identify sacred sites or places, to assist them ki 
becoming federally recognized, to develop sfrong 
and legitimate claims for the repatriation of cultur
ally affiliated skeletal remains, associated funerary 
objects, and sacred objects, or to help them negoti
ate or promote their native identkies to the broader 
public. My problem is with poor, sloppy, and/or 
inexcusable archaeological research. 

A very significant point raised by Boxt and 
Raab is that archaeological research cannot be con
ducted in a hasty, arbitrary, or uncritical manner 
given the ultknate implications k may have for con
tributing to the poUtics of development/open space, 
for "authenticatkig" ethnic identkies and histories, 
and for generatkig public perceptions of the past. 
Thek article highlights a problem that is becoming 
kicreasingly common ki studies of the past under
taken by archaeologists. In this day of postproces-
sual archaeology, little emphasis is placed on the 
development or refinement of formal methodologies 
that can be employed to constmct interpretations of 
the past. While mukiple "stories" are celebrated, 
very little attention is actually devoted to generat
ing alternative interpretations and to evaluating 
competing scenarios ki a crkical manner. Not all 
interpretations of the past are equally valid and, as 
exemplified by the Puvunga case, archaeological 
research should involve the rigorous assessment of 
viable altematives. 
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The search for Puvunga underscores current 
problems that characterize studies of the past em-
ploykig multiple Ikies of evidence. Although archae
ological remakis, written sources, and ethnographic 
data were considered in the Puvunga case, k is clear 
that the ethnographic findings of John P. Harrington 
were privileged over all other sources of kiforma-
tion, including Fray Geronimo Boscana's original 
written account on the Chinigchinich rituals and be
liefs. Boxt and Raab discuss the implications that 
resuk from uncritically accepting ethnographic in
formation over other types of data. In the remakider 
of my comments, I follow on their discussion and fo
cus on the problematic relationship between archae
ology and ethnography as a case for why we need to 
revisk our methodological approaches for constmct-
kig interpretations of the past. 

From the outset, k must be stressed that Har
rington's field work in the Puvunga case involved 
the transcription of oral histories and oral ttadkions 
as told by native elders, and not participant observ
er ethnographic accounts of a functionkig native 
community. This kind of ethnography, known as 
"memory culture" or "remembered ethnography," 
presents its own unique sfrengths and challenges to 
the study of the past. Oral histories usually refer to 
stories told by kidividuals that concem events that 
happened in thek lifetime, while oral tradkion is de
fined by narratives that have been fransmitted by 
word of mouth beyond the present generation (see 
Vansina 1985:12-13, 27-30). There is an extensive 
scholarship on the use of oral histories and oral fra-
dkions ki anthropology, folklore, and history, and 
k is commonly recognized that these sources can 
provide a unique perspective on history by provid
ing an "kisider's view" to the past, a window for 
contemplatkig the world views, myths, ideological 
constmcts, social relationships, and daily practices 
of past peoples (e.g., Dundes 1980; Erdoes and Or
tiz 1984; Vanskia 1985; Lummis 1992; Williamson 
and Farrer 1992; Fkmegan 1996). 

Oral tradkions have long been employed in 
archaeological research (e.g., the fieldwork of 
Fewkes, Cushkig, and Bandelier ki the Southwest 

during the late 1800s), although wkh the rise of 
"processual" archaeology in the 1960s and 1970s, 
there was a tendency to downplay thek usefulness 
in the study of prehistory. However, this is rapidly 
changing as archaeologists kicreasingly collaborate 
with native groups, participate ki the NAGPRA 
process, and recognize the important insights that 
can arise from oral narratives passed by word of 
mouth from one generation to another. I think oral 
narratives have taken on new meaning and rele
vancy as native groups play increasingly more 
powerful roles in the politics of archaeology. I do 
not thkik the Puvunga or the Westem Gate exam
ples are isolated cases, but rather represent a grow-
kig frend ki which native oral tradkions are taking 
precedence over archaeology and other sources for 
interpretkig the past. What is clearly needed now 
is a more balanced perspective that does not privi
lege one data source over another. Recognition of 
the knportance of native oral tradkions should not 
diminish the potentially significant contributions 
that ethnographic reports, ethnohistorical accounts, 
historical linguistics, biological kiterpretations, and 
archaeological data can play in studies of the past. 
Each data set is characterized by its own distkictive 
sfrengths and weaknesses ki constmctkig interpre
tations of the past. 

The many chaUenges of using oral traditions to 
reconstmct the past are outlined in detail elsewhere 
(see especially Vansina 1985). However, the cur
rent consensus among scholars who study oral tta
dkions is that they cannot be taken at face value, 
even though this can create considerable tension 
between specialists and stakeholders who endow 
thek ancestors' words with polkically and person-
aUy entrenched values (Fkinegan 1996: 888-889). 
In reality, oral tradkions are often representations 
of the past as told in the present, and as contempo
rary remembrances they are subject to a variety of 
processes (memory loss, social and political reori
entations, reevaluations of the past) that can modi
fy, update, and restructure oral accounts over tkne 
(Vansina 1985:xii, 186-196). Furthermore, most 
societies are characterized by diverse types of oral 
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narratives (myths, legends, folk tales, proverbs, 
songs, prayers, genealogies, etc.) that may or may 
not be Ikiked with "real" events of the past. Van
sina (1985:159-160, 196) cautioned that oral fradi-
tions should be freated only as hypotheses for re-
constmctkig the past until they have been fully 
checked by independent sources of data. 

The field work on "remembered ethnography" as 
undertaken by Harrington and many other Califor
nia anthropologists represents a complex relation
ship to the past. Interviews with native elders ki-
volved at least two "authors"—the elder recounting 
the story and the researcher franscribing k (ki addi
tion to the many other "authors" who passed the 
stcffies down from one generation to the next). Mul
tiple problems can resuk ki the process of transcrib-
kig the story to English. For example, was the story 
really understood by the researcher? Did the story 
lose some of ks meaning in the franslation from the 
oral native language to written English? In recent 
years, researchers have emphasized the knportance 
of performance and storytelling ki understanding the 
meanings of oral narratives, and that understanding 
the social context ki which a story is told is very 
critical (Bauman 1986:1-12; Cmikshank 1990:14-
16; Fkmegan 1996:890-891). Ethnographic field-
work in California in the early part of this century 
tended not to record this kind of contextual data that 
is so crkical for generatkig kiterpretations today. 

My candid discussion of oral fradkions is not 
meant to dissuade archaeologists from employkig 
these data in thek work. Rather, I am sfressing the 
critical use of oral fradkion in a hoUstic anthropo
logical approach that employs mukiple Ikies of evi
dence in the construction of interpretations. Hy
potheses generated from oral tradkions can be eval
uated uskig archaeological kiformation, historical 
accounts, and other sources of data, with the con
vergence of diflferent evidential lines supportkig, re-
futkig, or modifykig proposed kiterpretations. Far-
ris (1989) demwisfrated the utility of this approach 
ki his analysis of two Kashaya Porno stories told by 
Haman James and Essie Parrish ki 1958 that were 
origkially franslated and franscribed by Robert Os-

wah. Farris was able to demonsfrate that the stories 
pertakied to the passkig of a large company of Hud
son's Bay frappers near Fort Ross ki 1833 by care
fully triangulatkig the oral narratives with written 
accounts of the Hudson's Bay expedkion in north
ern California. 

In the Puvunga village case, k is important to 
employ a similar kind of rigorous methodology to 
evaluate the hypothesis presented by Harrkigton. 
Harrington's hypothesis appears to be based pri
marily on two informants' (Kewen and Acu) ac
counts of where Puvunga was located. Since the 
interviews with Harrington took place ki the early 
part of this century, and the rise of the Chinigchi
nich rituals and belief date back to at least the late 
1700s, the information provided by the kiformants 
appears to be oral fradition passed down from pre
vious generations. Vansina (1985:147-160) cau
tioned that two different versions of the same story 
should not be viewed as kidependent sources when 
the storytellers hail from the same commuiuty and 
"memory pool." Skice Kewen and Acii were both 
associated with the Mission San Juan Capisfrano 
community, the stories certainly reflect where this 
native community beUeved Puvunga was located in 
the early decades of this century. But the conver
gence of thek stories does not constitute adequate 
proof alone, since Kewen's and Acu's oral ac
counts provided Harrkigton with his hypothesis in 
the first place. This situation presents a perfect op
portunity to friangulate thek perspectives of the 
past with available written accounts (such as Bos-
cana's) and the archaeological record. For exam
ple, does CA-LAN-306 ki the Rancho Los Alami-
tos Historic Ranch and Gardens represent the re
mains of a large village community dating to the 
late 1700s? 

In conclusion, I thkik the Boxt and Raab article 
pokits out methodological weaknesses that charac
terize archaeology today, especially ki the use of 
multiple Unes of evidoice. The critical issue for me 
is not why the archaeological research is under-
takoi ki the first place. I thkik workkig with native 
groups on sacred sites or demonsfrating thek long-
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term occupation of a place is a very valid enter
prise. My concem is whether a rigorous methodol
ogy is employed in the research process—one that 
considers multiple lines of evidence and evaluates 
altemative kiterpretations ki a crkical manner. In 
the long mn, no one is served by poor research 
methods and weakly argued interpretations. The 
tme test of any kiterpretation is whether other schol
ars, native peoples, and kiterested lay people sup
port the conclusions based on the arguments and 
evidence presented. This is one reason why I think 
peer-reviewed research is so knportant today. Of 
course, interpretations are always subject to change 
with the addkion of new information. Ukknately, I 
think the jury on Puvunga is still out. 
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A Comment on "Puvunga and 
Point Conception: A Comparative 
Study of Southern California 
Indian Traditionalism," by 
Matthew A. Boxt and L. Mark 
Raab 

EUGENE E. RUYLE 
Dept. of Anthropology, California State Univ., Long 
Beach, 1250 Bellflower Blvd., Long Beach, CA 90840-
1003. 

T H E centtal pokit of Boxt and Raab's article lies 
ki thek assertion that "widely held understandkigs 
of Puvunga are aknost entkely a product of anthro
pological scholarship. This fact is rarely acknowl
edged" (p. 63). Th^ claim that the "exact location 
of this community and its archaeological remains 
were unknown untU J. P. Harrington announced his 
discovery to the academic world 60 years ago: Pu
vunga had been located" (p. 51). This is nonsense. 

BOXT AND RAAB IGNORE 
INDIAN ORAL TRADmONS 

First of all, to the extent that Harrkigton "dis
covered" Puvunga, he did so by talking to Indians. 
Boxt and Raab give no kidication that they did the 
same. Boxt and Raab do thank thek Indian moni-




